UN THE EVEREST FLIGHT
An old time Alpine mountaineer thus describes his outfit for
a climb up Mont Blanc: "I had on a good pair of lamb's wool
stockings, two pairs of gaiters, two pairs of cloth trousers, two
shirts, two waistcoats, a shooting coat and overall, a blue woolen
smock frock, a night-cap, three handkerchiefs round my neck,
two pairs of woollen gloves and a straw hat, from which hung
a green hood. For my eyes, a pair of spectacles and a green
gauze veil."
Important, too, were the electrically-heated goggles made by
Messrs. James Stephens, of remarkably ingenious design. Each
eyepiece has two pieces of unbreakable Triplex o-lass, and is only
one-sixteenth of an inch thick. Each again contains two layers
of glass widi celluloid interposed between. A minute air space
separates the two glasses in which is a fine electric filament,
visible to the eye, but disposed in a ring that does not impede
the vision. Through these filaments runs part of the heating
current, for the Triplex glasses without precautions, would
rapidly frost over with thick ice. Still another cable connected
these goggles to a socket, adding to the complexity of the skein
of wiring in which the fliers were involved.
The voltage of the heating current was fourteen, at which
figure each suit consumed eighteen amperes. In addition to the
oxygen heaters and the suits, each camera had to be warmed,
together with the spare spool magazines of the survey and the
spare film boxes of the Newman cine-cameras.
The voltage was, as we have seen, fourteen, but the dynamo
being driven directly from the engine, this voltage tended to
go up or down when the pilot increased or decreased the
turning speed of his engine for climbing, or level flight at
different altitudes.
It was essential that the voltage should not, in.flight, rise
above fifteen, since at that point the cut-out would have to
operate in order to prevent short-circuiting or even burning
out. If this occurred, all would go cold until the observer
restored the circuit. To do this he must unscrew its lid in the
air, actuate the rheostat, and then press up the contacts- On
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